
 

  

   

Paragon Mobile 

Great News!  
Paragon is bringing 
its users a new 
Mobile app.   

The app will 
empower agents to 
quickly communicate 
with contacts, run 
property searches, 
manage leads, offer 
buyer search 
functionality and 
more.  Watch for 
more info on this. 

We are happy this 
improved app is 
coming as that is 
one of the requests 
we got from a few 
people in the last 
survey.   
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Paragon changes  

At the recommendation 
of the MLS Committee, 
the Board of Directors 
has adopted some 
changes to our Paragon 
system.  These will be 
effective July 8 th.   
1. The number of photos 
allowed per listing will be 
increased to 50. The 
requirement of at least 
one photo of the exterior 
of home at time of input 
remains the same.  In 
other words, yes you can 
add more photos to a 
listing now, but it is not 
required to have 
anymore than the 1.   
2. The directions field 
will be changed from 
mandatory to optional.  
This change was done 
due to the directions not 
always being helpful.  
Please give good 
directions when using 
this field;  
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
 

Please be sure new 
members are calling to 
set up an appointment 
before coming to join 
RASM.  We want to be 
sure we have staff 
available to help them.   
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Copyright of 
photos:  

Using a professional 
photographer for your 
listing photos?  It is 
imperative that the 
agent/brokerage has 
obtained the rights to be 
sharing those photos.   
“To avoid risk of 
copyright infringement, 
brokers should ensure 
that they’ve obtained the 
rights in the photographs 
that they assert to have 
when sharing the photos 
on the MLS, public 
portals, and other 
venues.  Brokers should 
be able to document that 
chain of title”.  -
NAR.realtor 
Please know what your 
agreements with 
photographers allow you 
to do with the photos.  

putting “Hilltop Mankato” 
or “in Madison Lake” in 
the directions field do not 
help other agents and 
their clients.   
3. “Garage” field will also 
be added as an option 
under “out buildings” 
under the lots type.   
4. The Board of Directors 
also approved adding a 
listing status of “coming 
soon”.  This new status 
will not be in effect on 
July 8th, as we need to 
work with our MLS vendor 
Paragon, to make sure it 
is set up correctly and 
there are a few things 
that need to be 
determined with this 
status yet.  Watch for 
more updates on this 
status.    
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New way for you to authorize your Supra eKey app.  
 
If you get a new phone and need to install the eKey app this feature 
makes it easy to obtain an authorization code.   
 
To obtain an authorization code from the app:  

1. Launch the eKey app 
2. Select Activate eKey app, a screen will open for you to 

enter either your email address or phone number.  Enter 
one. 

3. Enter your pin number for your Supra Key.  
4. Click submit. 

You will receive either an email or a text message containing a link, 
click the link to automatically authorize the eKey app.   
As always, we are here to help you with an authorization code o r 
other help you may need with your supra key also.   

 

SUPRA NEWS 



   
 

 

Forms updates   

 

  

 

   

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

The MN REALTORS® approved revised forms will be released on August 1, 
2019.  The new forms should be used after August 1.  Watch for detailed 
descriptions of changes to the forms in upcoming messages sent out.   
Almost every Form will be changing this year due to the Forms Committee 
adopting a change to the format of date fields throughout the Forms to one 
blank line, instead of the “_________  20___ ” format. Additionally, the 
representation and facilitator agreements will be modified to include a printed 
name field in the signature areas of the forms. 
 
If you have transaction templates or quick start groups you will need to go in 
and add in the new/revised forms starting August 1, including those forms 
branded with your company logo- if you have had Instanet hard-code your logo 
to forms, this is considered a customization, and there will be a cost, per page, 
to hard-code your logo to the new/revised forms.  Please contact Instanet with 
questions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Important Authentisign Info 
 
Technology… it’s a wonderful thing right?   
 
Sometimes you need to pay close attention to what some of the conveniences 
of technology are allowing you to distribute.   
 
When using Instanet/Authentisign you are sent an email with  a link to the final 
signed documents, the email also includes a link to the certificate of validation 
and completion.  This certificate shows when the document was signed and 
also includes the email addresses of those that signed.   
 
To pass on the signed final document to another agent or whoever you may 
need seems easy enough, just forward the email and they can click on the link 
and get the fully executed document… piece of cake right?  But wait, if you just 
forward the email they also will get the cert ificate of validation… including your 
clients personal email address information.  
 
When passing that final document on you should either save it and just sent the 
document or make sure you remove that second link to the certificate before 
sending on to others.   

To save or print the final signed document Click Here.  This is document link- ok to 

forward. 

To download a copy of the certificate of validation and completion Click Here.  This has 

clients personal email information and should be removed before forwarding.  

 

 

https://app.authentisign.com/Instanet/AuthentisignMobile/External/ViewFinalDocument.aspx?75467038775A4B674A324A4269514849596F5555313848572F55716A6D784A666C2F416B6B794E346C79383D=756332447350654F636D4A64384A316A4276644B4656726E49632B686451524F356E3070455270636573466D354A34516F6C686B4F3748584838426F6D7A514B&4E4D53637667357566354858712F6E7670486F4B38773D3D=7A663151736C5A41525637336E664A336B524B7275413D3D&456E63727970746564=31
https://app.authentisign.com/Instanet/AuthentisignMobile/External/ViewCertificate.aspx?75467038775A4B674A324A4269514849596F5555313848572F55716A6D784A666C2F416B6B794E346C79383D=756332447350654F636D4A64384A316A4276644B4656726E49632B686451524F356E3070455270636573466D354A34516F6C686B4F3748584838426F6D7A514B&4E4D53637667357566354858712F6E7670486F4B38773D3D=7A663151736C5A41525637336E664A336B524B7275413D3D&456E63727970746564=31


 

 
 Showing Time Tip:  

  
 

Survey says:   

  
 

 

  

 
The Department of Commerce has 
selected Agency, Fair Housing & 
Energy Efficiency as the topic for the 
2019-2020 general module.  All non-
exempt salespersons and brokers 
must complete this 3.75 hour module 
before June 30, 2020.    

Did you know you can 
easily add documents 
into Showing Time?  
When a document is 
added in Showing Time 
it will be emailed to 
any agent that sets up 
a showing for that 
property- what a great 
time saver and benefit 
to take advantage of.   
And bonus-it is super 
easy to do! 
From showing time 

dashboard choose 
“listings”, click on the 
listing you want to add 
a document for and on 
the left side choose 
“attachments” (see 
photo to the right 
showing the menu 
options).  
“Attachments” is 
second from the 
bottom.   

 

Thank you to those 
that responded to our 
recent membership 
survey.  We will 
continue to evaluate 
results and look at 
what our members 
feel they need.  
More photos in the 
MLS (which was 
requested by a few) 
is already being 
implemented.   
One comment from a 

 
Looking for some help 
with a specific area of 
Paragon?  Need some 
general help? Is your 
office looking for some 
training?  
  
Contact Jenny for help 
with Paragon.   
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Agent was they would like 
an easier way for rental 
properties to be found.   
There is an option when 
doing a search to choose 
“for rent”, this will give 
you only results that were 
entered into the MLS as 
for rent. 
 
 

 

Simply choose “for rent” from 
the sale/rent drop down.    
This drop down gives you 3 
choices:  for sale, for rent or all.   
 
Generally, there are not a lot of 
“for rent” in the MLS, but they 
can be entered as long as there 
is a signed right to lease 
agreement and compensation is 
offered in the MLS.   
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact 
us for help with a special 
search.  



  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 


